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Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, let (I)a be the integral closure of I, and let S be a 
multiplicatively closed subset of R. Let T l, T 2, and T 3 be the topologies given by the filtrations 
{InRs N R t n >_ 1 }, {1"1 n>__ 1 }, and {(In) a t n _ 1 }. We give a concise proof of four results due to 
Schenzel, characterizing when T 1 is either equivalent or linearly equivalent to either of T 2 or T 3. 
The characterizations i volve the sets of essential primes of I, quintessential primes of 1, asymp- 
totic primes of 1, and quintasymptotic primes of I. 
Introduction 
Throughout, R will be a Noetherian ring. If J is an ideal of R, (J)a will denote 
its integral closure. If also S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R, we will use 
JR s n R to denote the inverse image of JRs in R. We will be concerned with the 
following result: 
Theorem. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, and let S be a multiplicatively 
closed subset of  R. 
(i) Sc-R-U{P~Q( I )}  i f  and only i f  for all k>_O, there is an m>_O with 
lmRs n R c_ I k. 
(ii) S c_ R -  U{PeE(1)}  i f  and only i f  there is an h >_0 such that for all k>_O, 
I k+hRsnRc_ lk .  
(iii) SC_R-U{P60*( I )  } i f  and only i f  for all k~O, there is an m>_O with 
I'"R s n R c_ (Ik)a. 
(iv) SC_R- U{P~,,4*(/)} i f  and only i f  there is an h>_O such that for all k>O, 
Ik+hRsnR c_ (Ik)a. (We may take h =0.) 
Here, Q(I), E(I) ,  Q*(I), and A*(I)  are defined as follows: 
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Notation. If I is an ideal in the Noetherian ring R, we will let R(1) be the Rees ring 
R[u, lt], with t an indeterminate and u = t-1. If R is local, let R* denote the com- 
pletion of R. Furthermore, 
Q( I )= {P~SpecRIIc_P and there is a zeAssR~ with Pp* 
minimal over IR~ + z} (the quintessential primes of I). 
E ( I )= {POR[PeQ(uR(I))} (the essential primes of 1). 
Q*(I) = {P e Spec R[I c_ P and there is a minimal prime z in R~ with P~ 
minimal over IR~ + z} (the quintasymptotic primes of I). 
4"(1) = {PN RIPe Q*(uR(I))} (the asymptotic primes of I). 
(See Section 2 of this paper for some motivating comments and examples concerning 
these sets of primes.) 
The four parts of this theorem are essentially due to P. Schenzel [12], although 
we have added a few improvements. Ratliff independently discussed parts (ii) and 
(iv) in [11], and those two are also studied in [8]. The purpose of this paper is to 
give new and easy proofs of all four. We present our proofs in such a way as to em- 
phasize the similarities between them. Our proof of part (iii) requires knowledge of 
Q*(1). While primes in that set have appeared occasionally, the set has never been 
systematically studied. We do so in the third section of this paper. Q(1) is studied 
in [9] (except it is called E(I)), E(I) is studied in [4] (except it is called !i*(I)), and 
4"(1) is studied in [7, Chapter 3]. 
Remark. As the final sentence in the previous paragraph shows, there has been some 
problem settling on names for these sets. The names we have given above represent 
a recently arrived on agreement between several researchers, which will hopefully 
simplify matters in the future. 
In [7, Chapter 3] it is shown that the sequence of sets Ass R / ( I )aC_AssR/  
(12)a C_ Ass R/(13)a C__ ... is increasing and eventually stabilizes, the stable value being 
denoted 4"(1). In fact this is the same as our 4"(1) defined here. In this paper, we 
have chosen to use the above definition of A*(1), since it emphasizes that 4"(1) is 
to ~*(I)  as E(I) is to Q(1), a fact which we feel deserves attention. On the other 
hand, the alternate characterization f 4"(1)  just mentioned will be quite useful to 
us, and so we now prove it. 
Lemma 0.1.4"(1)  = ~Ass R/( In)a  over n > 1 = Ass R/(In)a for all large n. 
Proof. The second equality is by [7, Proposition 3.9]. To avoid confusion, we will 
let .4"*(I) denote Ass R/(ln)a for all large n. (Thus A**(I) equals the .4"(1) of [7]. 
We want to show that 4"*(1) also equals the 4"(1) of this paper.) We first assume 
that R is a domain. By [7, Proposition 3.18(i) ~ (ii)], P~.4"*(1) if and only if there 
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is a p e.4**(uR(I))with p O R = P. By [7, Proposition 3.19(iii) ~ (i)] (and a harmless 
localization at p) this occurs exactly when R(I)~ has a depth 1 minimal prime, say 
z. As u is not in any minimal prime, this is equivalent to having pff minimal over 
uR(I)~+z. By the definitions, this is the same as saying p~O*(uR(1)) and 
P=p n R eA*(1). This completes the domain case. The general case follows from 
it, and the facts that Pelt**(1) (resp. 4"(1)) if and only if there is a minimal prime 
q of R with q c_ P and P/q e.4**(I+ q/q) (resp. 4 "(1+ q/q)). The first of these facts 
is given by [7, Proposition 3.18(i) ¢~ (iv)] and the second is an easy exercise from the 
definitions and Lemma 3.4(b). [] 
1. Schenzel's results 
Notation. R will always be a Noetherian ring. If P is an ideal of R and k_  0, then 
Ptk)=PkRpnR is the kth symbolic power. In analogy, we define p<k>= 
(Pe)aRpAR. If I and J are ideals, we will use I" ( J )  to denote U( i .  jn) over 
n>__l. 
Remark. Let I and J be ideals, and let S be a multiplicatively closed set. Let 
I-- q~ n-.-  n qn be a primary decomposition of I, with qi primary to Qi- It is easily 
seen that I :  ( J )  is the intersection of those qi for which J~ Qi, while IRsn R is the 
intersection of those qi for which Qi n S = 0. 
For any I and J, it is possible to find an S such that Ira: ( J)  = ImRsnR for all 
m_> 1. To do this, note that UAss R/ I  m over m_> 1 is finite by [7, Corollary 1.5]. 
Pick s e J such that s is in a prime in this union exactly when J is contained in that 
prime. Let S consist of all positive powers of s. It is not hard to see that S is as 
desired. 
Since UAss R/(Im)a over m_> 1 is finite by [7, Proposition 3.9], the same argu- 
ment shows that for any I and J, there is an S such that (Im)a : ( J )=  (Im)aRsOR 
for all m_  1. 
While Schenzel favors the form Im: ( J ) ,  in this paper we opt for the form 
ImRs n R whenever it is convenient, since it is probably more familiar to most 
readers. In the interesting special case that l=p  is prime, and S=R-p ,  then 
lmRsAR is just ptm), the mth symbolic power o fp .  In some places, the Ira: (J) 
form is more natural (such as in Proposition 1. l(d)), and so we use it. 
Proposition 1.1. (a) Let I c Pc  Spec R, and let S be a multiplicatively closed set in 
R disjoint from P. Then PeQ( I )  (resp. Q*(I)) if and only if PseQ( I  s) (resp. 
O_*(Is)). 
(b) I f  T is a faithfully flat Noetherian extension of  R, then P ~ Q(I) (resp. Q*(I)) 
i f  and only if there is a p ~ Q(IT) (resp. ~*(IT)) with p n R = P. 
(c) I f  z ~ Ass R (resp., if z is a minimal prime of  R) and P e Spec R with P minimal 
over I + z, then Pc  Q(I) (resp., Pc  Q*(I)). 
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(d) I f  l C_ Pc  Spec R, then Pc  Q(I) (resp., Pc  Q*(I)) i f  and only i f  there is a k>O 
such that for all m>O, Ira: (p )  ~p(k) (resp., Ira: (p)  ~p<k>). 
(e) Let the ring T be a finite module xtension o f  R. I f  P ~ Q(I) (resp. Q.*(I)) there 
is a Q c Q(IT) (resp. ¢2"(IT)) with Q O R = P. I f  every prime in Ass T lies over a 
prime in Ass R (resp., every minimal prime of  T lies over a minimal prime in R), 
then the converse holds. 
Proof. The statements concerning Q(I) are proved in [9, 3.3.2, 3.6, 3.3.4, 3.2, and 
3.8]. The statements about Q*(I) are proved in Lemma 3.4(a) and (c), and Proposi- 
tions 3.5, 3.6, and 3.8. [] 
We are now ready to prove Schenzel's results. His original statements of the four 
parts (in the order we have listed them above) appear in [12, (3.2), (6.5), (3.5), and 
(5.6)]. Our notation is noticeably different han this. For those wishing to read the 
original we mention that his A'( I )  is our E(I), and his Aa(I) is our A*(I). Also, 
the condition ht(IRp +p/p) < dim Rp/p for all p c Ass R~ which appears in [12, 
(3.2)(iii)] simply says P~Q(I ) .  Similarly, the condition in [12, (3.5)(iii)] says 
PciO_.*(I). We have already remarked on the other main notational difference. 
Thus, for example, where he has the statement "For all k there is an m with 
Im: (J) c_I k'" we will have "For all k there is an m with ImRsARC_I  k''. 
We prove the first part of Schenzel's theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. The following are equivalent. 
(a) Sc_R-U{PcQ( I )  }. 
(b) For all k >_ O, there is an m > 0 with ImRs n R c_ I k. 
(c) For all I c_ Q c_ Spec R and k > O, there is an m > 0 with I m R s n R c_ Q(k). (Here 
we may restrict to Q c Q(I).) 
Proof. (a) = (c). Suppose that (a) holds, and let Q and k be as in (c). First, we will 
localize at Q. If S' is the image of S in RQ, then by Proposition 1.1(a), we see that 
(a) holds for S' and Io. Also (ImRsNR)RQ=I~(RQ)s, NRQ. Therefore, we may 
assume that R is local at Q (and write Qk instead of Q(tC)). Next, we see that we 
may assume that R is complete, since by Proposition 1. l(b), condition (a) holds for 
S and IR*, while it is easily seen that ImR~AR*=( ImRsOR)R* ,  and 
Q.k O R = Qk. For any z c Ass R, let p be a prime minimal over I+  z. By Proposi- 
tion 1.1(c), pcQ( I ) ,  so that (a) shows that S is disjoint from I+z.  Thus 
Is + Zs ~ Rs, for all z c Ass R. The Krull Intersection Theorem says that n lmRs  = O. 
Pulling back to R (and noting that S is disjoint from each z c Ass R and so consists 
of regular elements), we get n( ImRsnR)=O.  As R is complete, a well-known 
theorem of Chevally [10, 30.1] shows that (c) holds. 
(c) = (a). Suppose (c) holds, and let Pc  Q(I). We need Pn  S= o. By Proposition 
1.1(d), there is a k_>0 such that for all m>_O, Ira: (p)~ptk) .  However, (c) says 
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that for some m, ImRsOR _CP (*), and so for this m we have I m : (P )~ImRsOR.  
Let x be in the first of these ideals, but not the second. Then some large power of 
P sends x into I m, but nothing in S sends x into I m, proving that SOP=O, as 
desired. (As we only applied (c) to P ~ Q(I), the parenthetical sentence in (c) holds.) 
(c) = (b). Let (c) hold and let k>O. Consider a primary decomposition 
ql O ... N qn of I k, with qi primary to Qi. For sufficiently large ki, we have 
Q!ki)c__qi, and furthermore, by (c), for sufficiently large mi, (Imi)RsORC_ 
Q!kJcqi. Letting m be the maximum of ml,. . . ,m ., we see that ImRsORC_ 
ql O... Oqn=I*. 
(b) = (c). This is trivial. [] 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 1.2 and the other parts of Schenzel's theorem take on special 
interest in the case that I=p is a prime ideal and S is its complement. For instance 
Theorem 1.2(a) *~ (b) becomes Q(p) = {p} if and only if for all k_>0 there is an 
m _> 0 with p(m) c_pk, (that is, the p-adic and p-symbolic topologies are equivalent). 
Example 2 in Section 2 gives a nontrivial case (i.e., p is not maximal) where 
Q(p) = {p}, and Example 3 shows this equality failing. In fact, it is easy to construct 
cases with Q(p) #: {p}. For instance, let (R, M)  be local with a depth 1 prime divisor 
of zero, z. Let p:/:M be any prime with p~z.  Clearly M is minimal over p+z, so 
by Proposition 1.1(c), Me Q(p). Thus Q(p):/: {p}. 
(ii) In (c), we may replace Q(k) by Qk, as is easily seen. 
(iii) Consider the statement (d) "For all P minimal over I and all k_>0, there is 
an m_>0 with ImRsORC_P k''. It is trivial that (b)= (d)= (c), so that (d) is 
equivalent to the others. On the other hand, the statement (d') "For all P minimal 
over I and all k_O, there is an m_>O with ImRsOR C_ p(k),, does not imply (a). To 
see this, let I=p be prime and let S- -R -p .  Then (d') is always true with m--k,  but 
(a) is only true when Q(p)= {p}, which in (i) we saw often fails. 
We get part (ii) of Schenzel's theorem as a corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. The following are equivalent. 
(a) Sc_R-~{PeE( I )} .  
(b) There is an h>O such that for all k>_O, Ik+hRsNRC_I t. 
Proof. Let ~=R( I ) .  If (b)holds,  we see that for all n>0,  uh+n~sN~CC_un~. 
From Theorem 1.2, we see that S is disjoint from all the primes in Q(u~¢), 
so that by definition of E(I), (a) holds. Conversely, let (a) hold. Then So_ 
~¢- [.3{Pe Q(u~)}.  By Theorem 1.2, there is an m> 1 such that um~Cs N ~¢c_ u~¢. 
It easily follows that for all k_> 1, um+k-I~sN~C_Uk~. Intersecting with R, we 
see that (b) holds for h=m-  1. [] 
Remarks. (i) In the special case when I=p is prime and S=R-p ,  Corollary 1.3 
becomes E(p)={p} if and only if there is an h_>0 such that for all k>0,  
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ptk + h) ___ pk. (That is, the p-adic and p-symbolic topologies are linearly equivalent.) 
See Examples 2 and 3 below, and also [3, Example 1.3]. 
(ii) The proof of Corollary 1.3 is so easy that the reader might feel E(I)  was defin- 
ed just to make it work. In fact, E(I)  was first defined for far different purposes. 
See [4] and [5]. 
In proving Theorem 1.2, we made use of the Krull Intersection Theorem, the fact 
(used tacitly) that if T is a faithfully flat extension of R and I is an ideal in R, then 
I TA  R =/ ,  and primary decomposition. The analogs for integral closures of ideals 
are given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.4. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R. 
(i) For m= 1, 2, 3, ..., n( Im)a = nz ,  over all minimal primes z such that 
I + z :/: R. 
(ii) I f  T is a faithfully flat extension of  R, then (IT) a O R = (I)a- 
(iii) I f !  is an integrally closed ideal o f  the Noetherian ring R, then I has a primary 
decomposition each primary component of which is integrally closed. 
Proof. ( i )and (i i)are proved in [7, Lemmas 3.11 and 3.15]. For (iii), let ~=R( I )  
be the Rees ring o f / ,  and let ~ '  be its integral closure. Let Pl,--. ,Pn be the prime 
divisors of u~' ,  so that each of these primes has height 1. I fp  is one of these primes, 
I then u~i~p n ~ '  is an integrally closed p-primary ideal, and u~'  is the intersection of 
! 
all such u~pO ~' .  Now (u~O ~' )AR is an integrally closed (p n R)-primary 
ideal, and the intersection of all of these is u~'n  R = ( I )a  = I. Deleting unneeded 
components leaves the desired primary decomposition of I. [] 
We now prove part (iii) of Schenzel's theorem. The similarities to the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 are obvious (Concerning Theorem 1.5, Schenzel proved (a) ¢, (b). Our 
statement (a) ¢* (b') is new, and enhances the symmetries between the four parts of 
the theorem as stated in the introduction.) 
Theorem 1.5. The following are equivalent. 
(a) Sc_R-U{P~O*( I )  }. 
(b) For all k>O, there is an m>O with (Im)aRsNR c_ (Ik)a. 
(b') For all k>0,  there is an m>_O with ImRsnR c_(Ik) a. 
(c) For all Ic_Q~SpecR and k>O, there is an m>O with (Im)aRsARC_Q <k>. 
(We may restrict to Q~O*(I) . )  
(c') For all I c_ Q ~ Spec R and k > O, there is an m >_ 0 with I mRs n R c_ Q<k>. (We 
may restrict to Q~O*(I ) . )  
Proof. (a) = (c). By Proposition 1. l(a), we may assume that R is local at Q (and 
write (Qk)a instead of Q<k>). By Proposition 1.1(b) and Lemma 1.4(ii), we may 
assume that R is complete. Let z be a minimal prime in R, and let p be minimal over 
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I+  z. By Proposition 1. l(c), p ~ Q*(I), so that (a) implies S is disjoint from I+ z. 
Lemma 1.4(i) shows that ~(ImRs)a=Ns, with N the nilradical of R. Pulling 
back to R, and noting that S is disjoint from every minimal prime of R, 
we see that ~((Im)aRsNR)=N. In the complete local ring R/N, we have 
~((Im)aRsNR)/N=O. By [10, 30.1] for any k_>0 there is an m_0 with 
((lm)aRs N R)/N c_ (Q/N)* = (O k + N)/N. 
Thus (Im)aRs fq R C_ Qk + NC (Qk)a, SO that (c) holds. 
(c) = (c'). This is trivial. 
(c') = (a). Let (c') hold, and let Pe  Q*(I). By Proposition 1.1(d), for some k, we 
have I m : (P) ~p<k> for all m. By (c'), there is an m with ImRsNRCP <k>. For 
this m, I m : (P ) f fg lmRsf ' lR .  An x in the first set but not the second will send a 
large power of P into I m, but nothing in S into I m, and it follows that PNS=O. 
Thus (a) holds. (This argument also proves the parenthetical statements in parts (c) 
and (c').) 
(c) = (b) and (c') = (b'). These use Lemma 1.4(iii), and are similar to the proof 
of  Theorem 1.2.(c) = (b). 
(b) = (c) and (b') = (c'). These are both trivial. [] 
Remark. In the special case that I=p is prime, and S-R-P ,  (a)~* (b)*~ (b') 
becomes Q*(p) = {p} if and only if for all k>0 there is and m>0 withp <m> C_ (pk)a 
if and only if for all k> 0 there is an m _> 0 with p(m) C (pk)a. See Examples 2 and 3. 
We turn to part (iv) of Schenzel's theorem. Half the argument will be similar to 
that used in Corollary 1.3. For reasons we do not fully understand, the other half 
appears to require Lemma 0.1. (The appearance of statements (c) and (c') is new.) 
Corollary 1.6. The following are equivalent. 
(a) Sc_R-U{Pe.4* ( I )  }. 
(b) For all k>O, (Ik)aRsOR C_ (/k)a (and hence equafity holds). 
(b') For all k>O, lkRsOR c_ (/k)a. 
(C) There is an h>_O such that for all k>O, (Ik+h)aRst')R C_(/k)a. 
(C') There is an h>O such that for all k>_O, Ik+hRsOR C_(Ik) a. 
Proof. The implications (b) = (c) = (c') and (b) = (b') = (c') are all trivial. Suppose 
that (c') holds. Let ~¢=R(I). Since (uk~)a is the direct sum ~((Ik+n)af'lIn)tn, 
over all n, (negative powers of I meaning R), we easily see that (c') implies 
uk+h~Stq ~C_ (Uk~)a for all k_>0. By Theorem 1.5, S is disjoint from the primes 
in Q*(u~).  By definition of A*(I), (a) holds. Finally, (a) = (b) is trivial using Lem- 
ma 0.1. [] 
Question. Is there a direct way of deducing (a) = (b) from Theorem 1.5 without us- 
ing Lemma 0.1 ? 
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Remark. In the special case that I=p is prime and S = R-  P, the equivalence of (a) 
and (c') becomes A*(p)= {p} if and only if there is an h_0  such that for al!k_>0 , 
p(k+h) C (pk)a. See Examples 2 and 3. 
2. Primes associated to an ideal 
This section is primarily motivational. We hope to enhance the reader's familiari- 
ty with, and appreciation of the sets Q(I), E(I), 0_.*(1), and ,z]*(1) by presenting a 
few easy facts and examples. We start by examining the various containments 
between these sets. We also point out that they are all finite, as they are all subsets 
of the finite set A*(I) whose definition we now recall. 
Definition. A*(I)=Ass R/I n for all large n (the persistent primes of I). 
This set is studied in [7, Chapter 1] where it is shown to be well defined, and hence 
finite. (Also, [7, Proposition 3.17] and Lemma 0.1 show that A*(I) c_ A *(I). We im- 
prove this.) 
Lemma 2.1. (~*(I) c_ A*(I) I"1Q(I) and A *(I) U Q(I) c_ E(I) c_ A *(I). 
Proof. Q*(I)c_ Q(I) and 4"(1)c_E(I) both follow immediately from the defini- 
tions. Q*(I)c_A*(I) is given in Lemma 3.4(d). It remains to show that 
Q(I) c_ E(I) c_ A *(I). Although they appear in [5, (2.3.3) and (2.5.7)], we choose to 
derive them as easy consequences of Schenzel's theorem. We first show that 
E(I)c_A*(I). Let h be large enough that for all k>_O, Ass R/Ik+h=A*(I). Let 
S=R-[.J{QeA*(I)}~ Then for all k>0,  S consists of regular elements modulo 
I g+h, so that Ik+hRsNR=Ik+hC_I k. Using Corollary 1.3, we must have 
Sc_R-~{QeE(I)}.  Clearly this shows that LJ{Q~E(I)}c_U{QeA*(I)}. 
However, A*(I) is finite, and so we see that every prime in E(I) is contained in a 
prime in A*(I). Now let P eE(I). Then Pp ~ E(Ip). (This is an easy exercise from 
the definition and Proposition 1. l(a). The converse also holds.) What we have just 
shown, applied to E(Ip), gives that Pp is contained in a prime of A*(Ip). As Pp is 
maximal, we must have PpeA*(Ip), and so PeA*(I), as desired. 
We now know that E(I) is finite, as it is a subset of A*(I). Now let 
S=R-LJ{QeE(I)}. By Corollary 1.3, for some h>_O, I*+hRsnRC_Ik for all 
k_>0. This shows that Theorem 1.2(b) is satisfied, so that by Theorem 1.2(a) we 
must have Sc_R-~{QeQ(I)}.  This gives [.J{QeQ(I)} c_.U{QeE(I) }. As E(I) 
is finite, every prime in Q(I) is contained in a prime in E(I). Since both Q(/) and 
E(I) behave well under localization, the argument used at the end of the preceding 
paragraph shows that Q(I) c_ E(I). [] 
When I = 0, we have Q(0) = E(0) = A*(0) = Ass R, and Q_.*(O) = 71"(0) = {zJz is a 
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minimal prime of R}, all of which follow easily from the definitions and standard 
facts about the completion of a local ring and the nature of Rees rings. We now con- 
sider what happens when 1= bR is principal. To avoid technicalities, we will assume 
that R is a domain. 
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian doma&, with 0 =/: b ~ R. 
(i) A*(bR) = Ass R/bR = {P ~ Spec R I b ~ P and grade Pp = 1 }. 
(ii) E(bR) = Q(bR) = {P E Spec R I b ~ P and the completion Rp contains a depth 
1 prime divisor of  zero}. 
(iii) .4 *(bR) = O*(bR) = {PeSpec R IbeP  and the completion Rp contains a 
depth 1 minimal prime} = {P e Spec R [ b ~ P and the integral closure of  R contains 
a height 1 prime lying over P}. 
Proof. (i) is trivial from the definition of A*(bR) and basic facts about grade Pp. 
(In general, A* ( I ) ,  Ass R/I .  For example, take I = q in Example 3 below.) The mid- 
dle equality of (iii) is easy from the definition of Q*(bR). The other two are from 
[7, Proposition 3.19(i) ¢~ (iii) ¢* (iv)] and the fact that our sets localize well. 
Although (ii) can be proved other ways, we choose to derive it from the first and 
second parts of Schenzel's theorem. (We wonder if (iii) can analogously be derived 
from the last two parts of that theorem.) The second equality in (ii) is easy from 
the definition of Q(bR). Also, by Lemma 2.1 we already have Q(bR) c_ E(bR). Thus 
we need only show the reverse inclusion. Let S=R-  U{Q ~ Q(bR)}. By Theorem 
1.2 applied to the case k=l ,  there is an m (we may take m_>l) 
with bmRsf3R C_ bR. It is an easy induction to see that for all k>_O, bm+kRsNR c_ 
bk+tR. We thus see that Corollary 1.3(b) holds for I=bR and h=m-1.  
Therefore, we must have So_R-U{QeE(bR)} .  It follows that U{QeE(bR)} c_ 
U{Q e Q(bR)}. The latter set is finite, and both behave well under localization, so 
the argument used in Lemma 2.1 shows E(bR)= Q(bR). [] 
We continue with the notation of the last result. Notice that Lemma 2.1 and Pro- 
position 2.2(i) show that if PeE(bR)  or P~fl*(bR),  then P is a prime divisor of 
bR. Suppose now that T is a ring between R and its integral closure, and let P be 
any prime divisor of bR. We may ask i fP  lifts to a prime divisor of bT? In general, 
the answer is no. However, if P is in either E(bR) or A*(bR) there are strong positive 
results, which we now state. 
Proposition 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian domain with integral closure R'. Let 
0 ~ b ~ R, and let P be a prime containing b. 
(i) P~E(bR) i f  and only i f  for every ring T with R c_ Tc_ R' and with T finitely 
generated over R, P lifts to a prime divisor o f  bT. 
(ii) P ~ A*(bR) i f  and only i f  for every ring T with R c_ T c_ R',  P lifts to a prime 
divisor of  b T. (Here, since T need not be Noetherian, we specify that we mean prime 
divisor in the Nagata sense.) 
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Proof. (i) is a recent and fairly deep result presented in [6, Corollary 6]. As for (ii), 
suppose PeA*(bR)  and let T be a ring between R and R' .  By Proposition 2.2(iii), 
there is a height 1 prime p in R'  with pAR=P.  Let Q=pn T. It does no harm to 
localize R at P, so that we may assume that P, p, and Q are all maximal. Only finite- 
ly many primes of R'  lie over Q (as this is true for P), and so we may pick u in p 
but in no other prime of R '  lying over Q. Let D = T[u], and let q =p n D. Then p 
is the only prime of R '  lying over q, so height q = 1. Only finitely many primes of 
D are minimal over bD (since each such lifts to a prime minimal over bR') and so 
we may pick x~ q with x in every other prime minimal over bD. Also, since D is 
a finite T-module, there is a 0 :~ c ~ T with cD ~ T. As the intersection of all powers 
of q is zero, for some large m we have c~q 'n. 
Claim: for all n >_ 1, cx  n ~ T -  b m T. Surely cx  n ~ T,  by the choice of c. Suppose 
cxn~ b"T. NOW brae qm, SO cxn~ qm. This ideal is q-primary, since q is maximal, 
and x ~ q, so c ~ qm, which is a contradiction. This proves the claim. Now consider 
any element a of Q. Since a ~ q, xa is in the nilradical of bmD. Thus for some n, 
(xa)nE bmD, so that cxna"~ bmcD C_ braT. Using the above claim, we see that a n is 
a zero divisor modulo b m T. Therefore, Q consists of zero divisors modulo bT, and 
as Q is maximal, we are done. For the converse, take T to be R' ,  and then use Pro- 
position 2.2(iii). [] 
Remark. An obvious consequence of the last two results is that if the integral closure 
of the Noetherian domain R is a finite R-module, then Q(bR)=E(bR)= Q*(bR)= 
.4*(bR) for all 0 ,  b e R. 
Examples. Our first three examples will all deal with the same ring. Let 
(R', NI, N2) be K[X, Y] localized at the complement of (X, Y)U (X, Y+ 1), with 
NI=(X,  Y)R" and N2=(X, Y+I )R ' .  Let R=K+(NIAN2) .  Then R is 2-dimen- 
sional local, its maximal ideal is M= NI n N2, its integral closure is R ' ,  and this is 
a finite R-module, since X ~ M and XR'  c_ R. Also, let q = YR' N R and p = XR' n R. 
Note that p = XR'  = (XR)a. 
Example 1. Claim: A*(XR)= {p, M} and E(XR)=Q(XR)= fI*(XR)=O_*(XR)= 
{p}. Since p is minimal over XR, it is in each of our sets. Since p and M are the 
only primes of R which contain XR, it will suffice to show that Me A*(XR) but that 
M is not in any of the other sets. As YX~M but YC~R, we have YX~R-XR.  As 
MY c_ M c_ R, M(YX)  c_ XR.  This shows that M is a prime divisor of XR. As X is 
regular, M is a prime divisor of XnR for all n_>0. Thus, M~A*(XR) .  In order to 
show that M is not in any of the other sets, by Lemma 2.1 it will suffice to show 
that Mq.E(XR). Suppose to the contrary that M~E(XR) .  By Proposition 2.2(ii), 
Me Q(XR). By Proposition 1.1(e) and Lemma 2.1, M lifts to a prime in Q(XR')c_ 
A*(XR').  As R '  is a Krull domain, primes in A*(XR) have height 1. Thus M lifts 
to a height 1 prime of R ' .  This is false, since only N 1 and N1 lie over M. 
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Example 2. Claim: A*(p) =E(p)  = Q(p) =A*(p)  = Q*(p) = {p}. Obviously p is in 
each of these sets. As M is the only other prime of R which contains p, by Lemma 
2.1 it will suffice to show that M¢A*(p) .  If M~A*(p) ,  then for large n we would 
have Me Ass R/p ~. However, p =XR' ,  so p~ =X~R" =X~R ' n R = (XnR)a . Thus 
M~AssR/(XnR)a for large n, and so M~.A*(XR) (by Lemma 0.1). By Proposi- 
tion 2.2(iii), the integral closure of R would have to contain a height 1 prime lying 
over M, which obviously is false. 
Since A* (p)= {p}, the fact that A*(p)= UAss R/(pn)a over all n >_ 1, shows that 
each (P")a is p-primary. 
Example 3. Claim: A*(q)=E(q)= Q(q)=/]*(q)= Q*(q)= {q, M}. By Lemma 2.1 
and the fact that M is the only prime properly containing q, it will suffice to show 
that M~Q*(q). Since qCM,  qR'CN 2. Pick a prime q' of R'  with qR'c_q'c_N2, 
and with q' minimal over qR'. Suppose that q':/:N 2. Then q'OR:~M, and so we 
must have q' O R = q. Now Xq' c_ q' n R = q c_ YR'. As X ¢ YR', we get q' c_ YR'. 
But both q' and YR' lie over q, and so by incomparability, q '=  YR'. Thus 
Y~q'C_N2. However, Y+ 1 eN 2, which is a contradiction. Thus we must have 
q'=N2, so N2=q' is minimal over qR'. By Proposition 1.1(c), N2~Q*(qR'). By 
Proposition 1.1 (e), M= N2 n R ~ Q*(q). 
Since M is in A*(q) and in A*(q), M is a prime divisor of qn and (qn)a (by Lem- 
ma 0.1) for all sufficiently large n. Since Q*(q):g{q}, the remark following 
Theorem 1.5 shows that for some k_>0, we have q(m)~(qk)a for all m_0 .  
Example 4. We construct a case in which Q*(I)~,4"(I) and Q(I):~E(I). Let 
R = K[X, Y]~x, y), and let M = (X, Y)R and I = XM. Since the analytic spread of M 
is 2, it is easily seen (by the Hilbert polynomial characterization f analytic spread) 
that the analytic spread of XM is 2. By [7, Proposition 4.1], M~A*(XM) .  (Alter- 
natively, use [7, Proposition 3.26].) However, Me Q*(XM). Since if it were, then 
for some minimal prime z of R* we would have M* minimal over XMR* + z. Thus 
M* would obviously be minimal over XR*+z.  This would give depthz=l .  
However, R* is too well behaved for that. Its minimal primes have depth 2. Thus 
M ~ A *(XM) - Q*(XM), as desired. 
Since M~.$*(XM),  Lemma 2.1 shows that Me E(XM). Since the prime divisors 
of zero in R* are minimal primes, the definitions how that Q(XM)= Q.*(XM), so 
M ~ E(XM) - Q(XM). 
Example 5. We construct a case in which Q*(1)¢Q(I). Let R=K[X,  Y ,Z] /  
X(X, Y), let x, y, and z be the images of X, Y, and Z, and let M= (x, y, z)R, P = 
(x, y)R and Q = xR. Since P is a prime divisor of zero and M is minimal over zR + P, 
we have Me Q(zR) by Proposition 1. l(c). On the other hand, if M were in Q*(zR), 
then by Lemma 3.4(b), and the fact that Q is the only minimal prime of R, we 
would have M/QeQ.*(zR+Q/Q).  Since R/Q is just K[Y,Z],  this would say 
(Y, Z)K[Y, Z] e O.*(ZK[Y, Z]). However, this would violate Proposition 2.2(iii), 
since K[Y, Z] is its own integral closure. Thus Me Q(zR) -  O*(zR). 
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Example 6. Here is an example more subtle than the previous one in that the in- 
teresting prime divisor of zero is hidden in the completion. [2] constructs a 
2-dimensional local domain (R, M)  which is quasi-unmixed but not unmixed. That 
simply means that in the completion R *, every minimal prime has depth 2, but there 
is a depth 1 prime divisor of zero. Let 0 ~: b e R. By Proposition 2.2(ii) and (iii), 
MeE(bR)  = Q(bR) but M~A*(bR) = Q*(bR). Also see [1] for ways of constructing 
local domains whose completions are of interest. 
Remarks. (i) Differences between Q(I) and Q*(I) and differences between E(I) and 
.A*(1) reflect differences between the set of prime divisors of zero and the set of 
minimal primes in completions of localizations of R and various Rees rings over R. 
Thus it is not hard to see that if R is locally analytically unramified, then 
Q(1) = •*(I) for all ideals L and if R is an excellent domain, then Q(I) = O*(I) and 
E(I) =.4"(I) for all ideals. 
(ii) Lemma 0.1 gives an alternate characterization f A*(I). There is also an alter- 
nate characterization f E(I). Thus, E(I)= n A*(J), the intersection taken over all 
ideals J which are projectively equivalent to 1 (i.e., there exist positive n and m with 
(/n)a = ( Jm)a).  This follows from [4, 2.5]. More recently, [6] improves this, for its 
main result is that there is a single ideal J projectively equivalent to 1 such that 
E(I)=A*( J ) .  Unlike Lemma 0.1, these facts do not seem immediately relevant 
here, although there may be subtle connections, not yet revealed. 
3. Quintasymptotic prime divisors 
We investigate Q*(I), in particular proving the facts stated in Proposition 1.1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (R, M) be a local ring, and let z e Ass R. Then there is a nonzero 
xeR such that for every ideal I with M minimal over I+z, either x~I  or 
Me Ass R/I. I f  z is a minimal prime of  R, x may be chosen to be outside z (and 
hence outside of  the nilradical o f  R). 
Proof. Let ql n . . .  n qn be a primary decomposition of 0 with ql z-primary. Select 
x e (q2 n . . .  n qn) - ql. If z is a minimal prime, we may also take x to be outside of 
z. Let M be minimal over I+  z, and assume that Me Ass R/I. Let P be any prime 
in Ass R/I. Then z ~ P, so that q~ ~ P. As xq~ = 0, we see that x is in every primary 
ideal belonging to P. This holds for all P e Ass R/I, and so x e I. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let I and J be ideals in the Noetherian ring R, and let S be a 
multiplicatively closed subset of  R. For m = 1, 2, ..., 
(a) n( Im)a = nz  over all minimal primes z such that I+ z:/:R. 
(b) n( ( Im)aRsnR)=nz  over all minimal primes z such that I+z  is disjoint 
from S. 
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(C) N( ( /m)a  " <J>)= Az  over all minimal primes z such that Jg~ Rad(I+ z). 
Proof. (a) is proved in [7, Lemma 3.11], and (b) follows easily from (a). For (c), 
by Lemma 0.1 we see that UAss R/(Im)a, m = 1, 2,..., is finite. Pick s e J such that 
s is in a prime in this union exactly when J is contained in that prime. If S is the 
set of all nonnegative powers of s, it is easily seen that (Im)a : ( J )  = ( lm)aRs  f"l R. By 
(b) it will suffice to show that J _  Rad(I+ z) if and only if s e Rad(I+ z). One direc- 
tion is trivial since s e J. For the other direction, suppose s e Rad(I+ z) and that P 
is a prime minimal over I+z. We have seP,  and need Jc_P. By the choice of s, 
it will suffice to show PeAss  R/(Im)a for some m. We may assume that R is local 
at P. Pick xC.z as in Lemma 3.1. Since the intersection of all (/m)a is the nilradical 
of R (by (a)), for large m we have xC~(Im)a, so Lemma 3.1 shows 
P • Ass R/ ( lm)a  . [] 
Remark. This last argument shows that if z is a minimal prime, and P is minimal 
over I+z, then PEA*( / ) ,  since .,4*(I)=[.JAssR/(In)a over n=l ,  2, 3,..., by 
Lemma 0.1. 
Corollary 3.3. Let I be an ideal in a local ring (R, M). Let N be the nilradical of  
R. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) There is a minimal prime z of  R with M minimal over I+ z. 
(b) For m=l ,  2, 3,...,["](Im : (M))ff~N. 
(c) For m = 1, 2, 3, ..., ["]((Im) a : (M))  properly contains N. 
Also, if R is complete, these are equivalent to the following. 
(d) There is a k>_O such that for all m>_O, Ira: (M) ~(Mk)a . 
(e) There is a k>_O such that for all m>_O, (Im)a : (M)  ~(mk)a . 
Proof. (a) ~ (c) is easy using Lemma 3.2(c). (b) = (c) is trivial, since Nis  always con- 
tained in the given intersection. Suppose (a) holds, and M is minimal over I+  z with 
z a minimal prime. Pick x~N as in Lemma 3.1 applied to z. If M is minimal over 
/, then (b) holds trivially. If M is not minimal over I, then Ira C_ I m" (M) C_ M, so 
that M is minimal over (I m" (M))+ z. We easily see that M is never a prime 
divisor of I m" (M) ,  so Lemma 3.1 shows xe  ~( I  m" (M)).  As x~N,  we see that 
(a) = (b). Now the intersection of all (Mk)a is N, so (b) always implies (d), which 
in turn, trivially implies (e). Finally, suppose that (e) holds, and that R is complete. 
We will show that (c) holds. If not, then in R/N we would have that 
N(((Im)a "(M)) /N)=O. AS R/N is complete, [10, 30.1] says that for all k_>0, 
there is an m>O with ((/m)a "(M))/NC_ (M/N) k. Therefore, ( /m)a " (M)c_Mk+ 
N c_ (Mg)a, which contradicts (e). [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let I be an ideal in R. Then 
(a ) / f  I c_ P e Spec R, and if S is a multiplicatively closed subset of  R which is dis- 
joint from P, then Pe  Q*(I) i f  and only if Pse O,*(Is). 
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(b) PcQ*(1)  i f  and only i f  there is a minimal prime z o f  R with zc_P and 
P/z  c 0.*((I+ z)/z). 
(c) I f  z is a minimal prime of  R, and i f  P is minimal over I + z, then Pc  t2*(I). 
(d) O*(/) c A*( I ) .  
Proof. The proof of (a) is trivial, since the definition of Q*(I) is given locally. As 
for (b), we may assume that R is local at P. The proof is now straightforward from 
the facts that z* is a minimal prime in the completion R* if and only if z=z*NR 
is minimal in R and z* is minimal over zR*, and the completion of R/z  is R*/zR. 
For (c), if P is minimal over I÷  z, with z a minimal prime, then P/z  is minimal over 
(I+z)/z. Clearly this shows that P/zc  O_.*((I+z)/z), so part (b) gives Pc  Q*(I). For 
(d), assume that Pc  Q*(I). By (a), we may assume that R is local at P. In the com- 
pletion, we have P* minimal over IR*+ z for some minimal prime z. The remark 
following Lemma 3.2 shows that P*eTt*(IR*). By [7, Proposition 3.18(v)], 
P c fft *( I ). [] 
Proposition 3.5. Let I c_ Pc  Spec R. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) P c O*(I).  
(b) There is a k>_O such that PcAssR/ J  for  any ideal J with ICRad J  and 
Jc_p (k>. 
(c) There is a k>_O such that for  all m>O, I m : (P)  9gP <k>. 
(d) There is a k>_O such that for all m>_O, ( In)  a : (P)9gP <k>. 
Proof. (a) = (b). By Lemma 3.4(a) we may assume that R is local at P (and write 
(Pk) a instead of p<k>). Suppose that Pc  Q*(I). Then there is a minimal prime z of 
R* with P* minimal over IR* + z. Pick x ¢ z as in Lemma 3.1. Since the intersection 
of all (P*k)a is the nilradical of R*, we can pick k large enough that XC~(P*k)a . 
Now suppose that J is an ideal of R, IC  Rad J, and JC  (Pk) a. Then IR*C Rad JR*, 
and JR * C (P* k)a. These show that x ¢ JR*, and P* is minimal over JR* + z. Lem- 
ma 3.1 shows P* c Ass R*/JR*, so that P c Ass R/J.  
(b) = (c). Obviously ICRad( I  m" (P)) .  One easily sees that P is never a prime 
divisor of I m" (P ) ,  and so if (b) holds, then I m" (P)  ~p<k> for all m, so (c) holds. 
(c) ~ (d). This is trivial. 
(d)=(a) .  Suppose that (d) holds. Since (Pg)aNR=P <k>, we see that 
(I'"~ • (pp)~ (P~)a for all m. Therefore, we may assume that R is local at P. We ~p la  
will now go to the completion R*. Since (P 'k )  a CI R = (Pk)a by Lemma 1.4(ii), we 
see that (ImR*)a " (P* )~(P*k)a  for all m. By Corollary 3.3, P*  is minimal over 
1R*+ z for some minimal prime z of R*, and so (a) holds. [] 
Proposition 3.6. Let R c_ T be a faithfully f lat extension of  Noetherian rings. Let 
pcSpec  T and let P=ptqR.  l f  pcQ*( IT ) ,  then PcO*( I )  and peQ*(PT) .  I f  
Pc  Q*(I), and i f  p is minimal over PT, then p c O*(IT). 
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Proof. Suppose pc  O_*(IT). Since I Tc_PTcp ,  the definition makes it clear that 
p ~ Q*(PT) as well. Now let k be as in part (b) of Proposition 3.5 applied to p. Let 
J be an ideal of R with Ic_RadJ  and with J cP  <k>. Then I TcRad JT  and 
JTc_p <k>. Therefore, p is a prime divisor of JT, so that P is a prime divisor of J. 
Thus Proposition 3.5 shows that Pc  Q*(I). 
Now suppose that Pe  Q*(I) and that p is minimal over PT. The Theorem of 
Transition holds for RpC Tp and (Rp)*C_ (Tp)*, so these are faithfully flat exten- 
sions. Note that Rad PpTp=pp. Since Q*(I) behaves well under localization, we 
may add to the original hypotheses the assumptions that (R, P) and (T, p)are  local, 
and Rad PT=p.  By definition, for some minimal prime z in R*, P* is minimal over 
IR*+z .  Let w be a minimal prime in T* with wOR*=z.  It is easily seen that p* 
is minimal over IT* + w. Thus p ~ Q*(IT). [] 
Question. Can the preceding result be strengthened to say that p e Q*(IT) if and on- 
ly if Pe  Q*(I) and pe Q*(PT)? 
Lemma 3.7. Let R c_ T be rings, with R a domain, and such that every minimal prime 
o f  T contracts to 0 in R. Let R # be a faithfully flat extension o f  R. I f  Z is a 
minimal prime of  R # QR T, then z = Z f'l R ~ is minimal in R # 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that z properly contains the prime w. It is easy to 
find some b e z -  w and some t e R # ®R T -  Z with bt = 0. Fixing b, we may write 
t-- ~ ci® ti, i= l, ..., n. Furthermore, we may assume that n is the least possible 
over all such choices of t. Now 
bc  I e ( ( t2 ,  . . . ,  tn)R # : fiR # )R* = ( ( ( t2 ,  - . - ,  tn)R : tlR)R) R#" 
We claim this last set is {0}. For this, we pick xe  (t 2, ..., t,)R : tlR)R, and will show 
x=0.  Now tx can be written as  ~,d i®t  i, i=2,  . . . ,n.  Since b(tx)=O, the minimality 
of n shows that txe Z. As t~ Z, we have x e Z tq R. However, Z is minimal in 
R# @R T which is faithfully flat over T. Thus Z('I T is minimal in T, and so by 
hypothesis, Z 71R = 0. Thus x = 0, and our claim is proved. Therefore, bc~ = O. 
Since be  w, we have cl e wCz.  We now claim that n= 1. If not, then since bt=O 
and bCl =0, we have b(Cl ®tl )=0 and b(~,ci®ti)=O, this sum for i=2,  . . . ,n. The 
minimalty of n shows that c I ® tl and ]~ ci® ti, i = 2,..., n, are both in Z. This puts 
t in Z, a contradiction. Thus n = 1 as claimed, so that t = el ® tl. We already have 
c~ ez  = Z f) R, so t = cl ® tl e Z, a contradiction. [] 
Proposition 3.8. Let R c_ T be Noetherian rings, with T a finite R-module. Let I be 
an ideal in R. I f  PeQ*( I ) ,  then there is a QeO.*( IT) with Qf )R=P.  I f  every 
minimal prime of  T lies over a minimal prime o f  R, then the converse is also true. 
Proof. For both directions, it may be assumed that R is local at P. Let (R*, P*) be 
the completion of R. If Pe  O*(I), then there is a minimal prime z in R* with P* 
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minimal over IR* + z. Let T* = R* ®R T, which is a finite integral extension of R*. 
There is (always) a minimal prime w of T* lying over z. If Q* is a maximal prime 
of T* containing w, then it is easy to see that Q* is minimal over 1T*+ w. Thus 
Q*e Q*(IT*), and so by Proposition 3.6, Q*A T~ (~*(IT). Obviously Q*A T lies 
over P.  
For the converse, the assumption that minimal primes in T contract to minimal 
primes in R, together with Lemma 3.4(b), allow us to assume that R and T are do- 
mains. Suppose that Q ~ Q*(1T) with Q O R = P. Now T* = R*®R T is the comple- 
tion of the semi-local ring T, and so is the direct sum of the completions of TM 
over the maximal ideals M of T (including our Q). Thus there is a maximal ideal 
Q* of T* lying over Q and a minimal prime w c_ Q* with Q* minimal over IT*+ w. 
Let z = w n R*. By Lemma 3.7, z is a minimal prime of R*. Since the integral exten- 
sion R* _c T* has going up, and since Q* is the only maximal prime of T* which con- 
tains w, we easily see that P* is minimal over IR*+z. Thus PEQ*(I). [] 
Question. In Proposition 3.8, is it enough to just assume that Tis a Noetherian in- 
tegral extension of R, not necessarily finite? (That stronger result is true for the set 
A*(I), by [7, Proposition 3.22].) 
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